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Touch shows many brilliant ideas of Rubber Band Magic.

All the tricks are impromptu and can be done with borrowed rubber bands!

No-talk teaching also makes everything easy to learn in any language!

Touch by Hanson Chien is viewed as the most stunning impromptu rubber band
magic, being widely discussed by magic forums in many different countries.

In this video, Hanson, for the first time, tells the secrets of Touch and other 9
rubber band tricks. Hanson carefully teaches all the details of the settings, and
many other methods and variations. As a bonus, he teaches 2 additional routines
from his usual procedure of rubber band work. The effects presented in this video
are breathtakingly visual - you don't want to miss this!

10 Killer Rubber Band Tricks:

- Touch
- ESCAPE
- Ghost Slink
- Ghost Palm
- Ghost Finger
- Crazy Hanson's Handcuffs
- Crazy Magician's Handcuffs
- Infinity Linkage
- Missing Linkage
- Flash Band

Plus 2 routines:

- Teleport
- Liquid

No gimmicks 
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No kidding 
No-talk teaching 

Subtitled in 2 languages:

- English
- Japanese

"I LOVE Touch. You have some nice ideas there, I liked Touch and Infinity
Linkage the most. Keep it up man."
- Calen Morelli 

"Touch from Hanson Chien contains material which every fan of rubber band
magic will enjoy. The title effect, Touch, and Ghost Finger are my favorites, but
there's so much here for every style. You simply must get Touch."
- Dan Harlan

"Great Material! I think you have wonderful material and have added some great
things to the Magic community."
- Joe Rindfleisch

"The only word to describe Touch is AWESOME! In the whole video, not only 
Touch but also the other band tricks are creative and classic. It really touches my
heart deeply!"
- Hondo

Running Time: Approximately 2hrs 8min
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